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PANELING REPLACED

Dining Room – comfortable, elegant, gracious
I started with Julius M Price’s lovely advertising study for Cantrell and Cochran’s Ginger Beer, caption “an easy first”. In order to draw out the sky and sea tones the painting should be displayed on a bluey green 
wall. Adding a deep colour to the bottom end of the room will help to warm this space, enclosing it to some extent, making it feel cosy. 
The multi windowed, bright main section of the room will be in a paler tone of the blue. Curtain fabric is an Arts and Crafts pattern with colours that will pick out shades of the walls, ceiling and original leather 
chairs (which will be restored and the leather dyed to the original deep red). I suggest lowering the ceiling section above the dance area to make it consistent with the attractive arrangement of mullions that fea-
ture. I have selected a few tones for the ceiling to add depth to the scheme.
The rooms will be harmonious with one another, each having a different atmosphere to match its functionality.

Carpet
RUYC logo carpet is a great feature and I suggest altering the colours of the original slightly to enhance the scheme throughout.
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Bar – fresh, aspirational, reassuringly traditional and clublike
My design for the bar counter will turn the existing base into a feature with vintage printed and enlarged charts supplied from The Admiralty. I request-
ed charts relevant to the location and period of RUYC. 
Counter top lights – brass fitting with a hint of navigational instruments. The height is good – taller than most lamps which will help to illuminate this 
end of the room. 
Wall lights and directional lights to enhance the display of optics and provide working light at the back of the bar. I want to put the latitude and lon-
gitude into bar canopy as well as porthole lights on each side of this – tying in with the new chandelier and wooden porthole shapes in the fireplace. 
The light will diffuse light in this dark corner of the room.
Art Nouveau tiles in the fireplace are pale lemon / green / navy. The old black and white photographs in the panelling and the vintage charts lining 
the new bar are the fixed features of this room. Wallpaper and curtains really need to be the backdrop for these elements. I picked the pinstripe wall-
paper as it seems fitting in this once “gentleman’s” club and it seems appropriate to me. 
The curtains are formal, heritage and not feminine in design (I want to achieve a balance and contrast throughout). I intend to put a pale citrus yellow 
on the ceiling and then pick out the mullions in a shade of white.
The new “good taste nautical” light fitting will replace the chandelier. The bulb arrangement and dish centre will throw softer light and spread a glow 
in all directions.
Upholstery – New bar stools if possible upholstered in navy leatheron. I have picked 2 navy / teal based fabrics for the chairs. The existing chairs 
will be retained and recovered – the chairs shown are purely for illustration.
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Strangers Room – a feeling of luxury, intimacy, heritage, authenticity
Starting point - the blue tiles in the fireplace along with the blue “leather” insets in the panelling are such a strong cue for picking up this gorgeous teal blue in the walls above. 
The rich tomato red curtains contain a brilliant match to the blue walls in this traditional pattern. 
I have picked the palest dusty lavender from the curtain palette for the ceiling.
A bold but stunning paring of the nautical stripe for the back of the chairs with a plain taupe coloured “leatheron” for the seat and back, will connect all the colours and complete the room.
I propose to replace the lantern pendant light with the brass chandelier from the bar and add another 1 or 2 wall lights in brass – in keeping with nautical gimbal traditional light fittings.
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